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Bad Lands is a short campaign mod for Age of Empires 2: Definitive Edition where the player
defends their islands from enemy invaders across 6 maps. They must use 3 types of units to
plan, position and attack the enemy & prevent their houses from getting destroyed.

As anyone would’ve guessed already, this mod clearly has its roots in Oskar Stalberg’s game
Bad North (2018). My intention was to make a similar style minimal RTS gameplay inside AoE.

Mod page link: https://www.ageofempires.com/mods/details/43406/

No copyright infringement intended. The Age of Empires IP, Logo, images do not belong to me.
All rights remain with the respective owners.
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WHY MAKE THIS?
To give back something to my first PC game, AoE.
To use map editor as an efficient tool for execution, instead of doing from scratch in an engine.

GAME OVERVIEW
As Vikings, the player must stop enemy invaders from destroying their settlements. They will
battle across multiple little islands over the course of the campaign.

PRODUCTION TIME - 100 hrs (over the course of 2 months)
RELEASE DATE - 7 September 2021
PLAYTIME – 20 min
FILE SIZE - 3 mb

NARRATIVE
An unexpected enemy has invaded the Northmen’s homeland. They desperately flee their home while
taking refuge among the islands, fighting off invaders who are hunting them down. In the end they
lose the war and escape into the open seas. Eventually arriving at an uninhabited land. Here, they
make their new home, full of hope for a new beginning.
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GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
A set number of units are given at the beginning of each map, and unlike conventional Age of
Empires gameplay, no units can be created, no resource gathering. Only Battle ensues.
As wave upon wave of enemy invaders land on your island - divide & position your forces
according to their strengths, plan tactics and save your island.

CORE MECHANIC
Moving (positioning) units
Attacking enemy units

SECONDARY MECHANIC
Unit formation

WIN CONDITION

All waves of enemies are killed

LOSE CONDITION

Player loses all their units (or)
All buildings are destroyed*

*some buildings can’t be reached by enemies, these don’t count loss
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A typical Bad Lands game

Boats are coming, people are getting killed
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GAMEPLAY PILLARS OF BAD NORTH & BAD LANDS

1. Base
Defence

2. Brutal
combat

3. Rock, Paper,
Scissors

4. Momentum

1. BASE DEFENCE
There are houses to defend on the island, they can get destroyed quickly if attacked, so the
player must do their best to not allow an opportunity for the enemy.

2. BRUTAL COMBAT
When forces collide, either numbers (if units are same like archers vs archers) or RPS strategy
rapidly defines the outcome. Clashes usually don’t exceed 5 seconds.

3. ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS
Intuitive, easy to understand,
form follows function units
– Shields, Arrows, Spears

Warrior

Spearman

Archer

4. MOMENTUM
The game is fast paced, less distraction, only action. Although there is intro/outro for each
scenario, they are limited to just one slide (for context of events) to keep the flow going.
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CORE LOOP

1. Enemy boat
appears out of fog,
coming towards
island

6. Proceed to next
map

2. Player positions
units on island

3. Player attacks
enemy units upon
landing

5. Victory

4. Repeat until all
invaders are killed

PLAYER EXPERIENCE
AGAINST OVERWHELMING ODDS
HOW? - As time progresses, more and more enemy boats dock on the shore. Although in
reality, player only defeats them wave by wave, the number of boats increasing gradually
paints a picture of overwhelmingly huge number of invaders.
BEHIND ENEMY LINES
HOW? - It’s the enemy that’s hunting the player wherever they go (according to the narrative),
and the player always has limited units. They have few temporary settlements built that are
being eventually destroyed by the enemy.
LEARN THROUGH TRIAL & ERROR
HOW? - Each map takes 2-5 minutes to complete depending on how far player has progressed.
They can always restart a level and not lose largely-invested time & effort to try a different unit
positioning or tactic.
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Player
Enemy

UNIT

OG Unit

Tier

HP

Armour

Attack

Move
Speed

Map
Distribution

Range

1. Warrior

Norse Warrior

I

30

0 Normal
7 Pierce

10

5

1,2,3,4,5

-

2. Warrior

Norse Warrior

I

30

0 Normal
6 Pierce

10

4

1,2,3,4,5

-

3. Spearmen

Spearman

I

30

0 Normal
0 Pierce

30

1

1,2,3,4,5

-

4. Spearmen

Spearman

I

30

0 Normal
0 Pierce

30

1

1,2,3,4,5

-

5. Archer

Archer

I

10

0 Normal
0 Pierce

10

5

1,2,3,4,5

4

6. Archer

Archer

I

10

0 Normal
0 Pierce

10

4

1,2,3,4,5

3

7. Berserker

Berserk

II

30

0 Normal
10 Pierce

10

5

5,6,7

-

8. Raider

Serjeant

II

30

0 Normal
8 Pierce

10

4

5,6

-

9. Pikemen

Heavy Pikemen

II

30

0 Normal
0 Pierce

30

5

5,6,7

2

10. Pikemen

Pikemen

II

30

0 Normal
0 Pierce

30

4

5,6

-

11. Marksmen

Longbowman

II

15

0 Normal
0 Pierce

10

5

5,6,7

9

12. Archer

Archer

II

10

0 Normal
0 Pierce

10

4

5,6

5
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All units have stats different from
default AoE versions. This is so that
the game is simplified with discrete
values and not decimal values.
Default AoE units have different
armour values that complicates this,
in Bad Lands they’re stripped of any
armour, except Warrior’s ranged armour.
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Warrior

1
3

1
10

3
1

Shown to the right is no of hits to kill,
other units as well as the same type

1
Spearman

1
Archer

The player’s units & enemy units do not differ much in stats, but the little difference exists to
allow fair play - enemies are slightly slower so player can chase & catch up with them etc.

TIER II
From map 5 onwards, players will use more powerful units of each kind
Berserker > Warrior (More ranged armour & regenerating HP)
Pikemen > Spearmen (Attacks have range now & move faster)
Marksmen > Archer (Range is doubled & Accuracy improved)
Enemies also have upgraded units from map 5.

OTHER
Canoe & Longboat both bring enemy units to the island shore, with different capacities.
Villagers & Longboats are available to the player only in the last map.

UNIT

HP

Garrison
Capacity

Attack

Move
Speed

Map
Distribution

1. Villager

30

-

10

5

7

2. Canoe

-

Tier 1 : 4
Tier 2 : 8

-

0.5

Tier 1 : 1,2,3,4
Tier 2 : 5,6

3. Longboat

-

Tier 1: 8
Tier 2 : 14

-

0.5

Tier 1 : 1,2,3,4
Tier 2 : 5,6

4. Longboat

-

8

-

1

7
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1. INVASION (16 vs 18)
PURPOSE – Player is introduced to the game.
They command shield units – Warrior
CHALLENGE – Learning how to kill efficiently.
Maximising kills, minimising loss.
Waves 6
Units (2) Warrior (meaning squads)
Enemy (6) Warrior
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2. RED SAILS (22 vs 40)
PURPOSE – Player is given spearmen.
They should feel confident going against shields.
CHALLENGE – Enemy archers counter spears.
Dividing forces to defend 2 buildings.
Waves 8
Units (2) Warrior (1) Spearmen
Enemy (6) Warrior (2) Archer
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3. HIGH ROCK (28 vs 36)
PURPOSE – Player is given all 3 types of units.
They get to see how effective each type is.
CHALLENGE – Small battlefield.
Archers can easily be killed or flanked
Waves 7
Units (2) Warrior (1) Spearmen (1) Archer
Enemy (4) Warrior (1) Spearmen (2) Archer
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4. RETALIATION (34 vs 64)

PURPOSE – Using terrain – high ground
and choke points to win against numbers
CHALLENGE – Player is outnumbered 2:1.
Only 1 squad of spearmen given.
Waves 12
Units (2) Warrior (1) Spearmen (2) Archer
Enemy (6) Warrior (3) Spearmen (3) Archer
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5. MASSACRE (74 vs 170)
PURPOSE – Player must feel empowered
with upgraded units.
CHALLENGE – Battle on 2 islands.
One island can only see defeat.
Waves 8 + 11
Units (3) Warrior (2) Spearmen (2) Archer
(2) Berserker (1) Pikemen (1) Marksmen
Enemy (6) Warrior (3) Spearmen (3) Archer
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6. LAST STAND (44 vs 180)
PURPOSE – Final showdown - use everything.
3 ways of winning (but not revealed)
CHALLENGE – Player is outnumbered 4:1.
Player must survive long enough, without
knowing they have to.
Waves 18
Units (2) Berserker (2) Pikemen (2) Marksmen
Enemy (6) Raider (3) Pikemen (3) Archer
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7. NEWFOUND LAND (20)
PURPOSE – Gameplay variety (exploration)
& ending on a good/hopeful tone to provide
player with some satisfaction.
CHALLENGE – Protecting villagers
from wild animals.
Units (1) Berserker (1) Marksmen
(1) Villagers (3) Longboat
Enemy Wild animals
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List of triggers*, common for all the maps:
<varies across maps> or repeated with same type of objects.
(mathematical or conditional operator) like set, add, multiply, equal to etc.
*Triggers for units are not given here as values are same as those in Unit Matrix above*

DISABLE SELECTION
Disables selection of all but player units, by cursor
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Timer
Disable Object Selection
Disable Object Selection

Condition /
Effect
C
E
E

Object Type/List

Value/ Quantity

Buildings <House>
Other <Gaia units>

1
-

Object Type/List

Value/ Quantity

Buildings <House>
Buildings <House>

1
<500>
0 (set)

HOUSE
Changes stats for houses/buildings
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Timer
Change Object HP
Change Object Armour

Condition /
Effect
C
E
E

HOUSECOUNT
Sets initial number of houses
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Change Variable

Condition
/ Effect
E

Variable

Value/ Quantity

HousesAlive

<2> (set)
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HORNSOUND
Plays the war horn sound signalling the arrival of invaders at start of every map
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Timer
Play Sound (Player1)

Condition
/ Effect
C
E

Sound Name

Value/ Quantity

<horn1>

<15>
-

WAVE <1>
Moves boats carrying enemies and unloads them on shore
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Timer
Unload (Gaia)
Deactivate Trigger

Condition
/ Effect
C
E
E

Object
Type/List
Units <canoe>
-

Value/ Quantity

Objects/Area/
Location

<17>
Wave<1>Garrison

Set/ set/ set

Value/ Quantity

Object/Area

1
-

Set/ set

WAVE <1> GARRISON
Spawns enemy units inside boats
Starting state: On
Looping: Yes
Name
Timer
Create Garrisoned
Object (Player2)

Condition
/ Effect
C
E

Object
Type/List
Units
<berserk>

HOUSE <1> CHECK
Check if a specific house is destroyed
Starting state: On
Looping: No
Name
Object HP
Activate Trigger

Condition
/ Effect
C
E

Variable

Value/ Quantity

Object

HousesCountChange

0 (equal)
-

set
-
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HOUSES COUNT CHANGE
Decreases HousesAlive variable value
Starting state: Off
Looping: No
Name
Change Variable

Condition
/ Effect
E

Variable

Value/ Quantity

HousesAlive

1 (subtract)

VICTORY
Displays objectives on screen, checks win condition & declares victory
Starting state: On
Looping: Yes
Display on Screen: Yes
Name
Objects in Area (Player2)
Declare Victory

Condition
/ Effect
C
E

Object
Type/List
Units
-

Value/ Quantity

Object State

<50>
Yes

Dead
-

DEFEAT
Checks lose condition & declares defeat
Starting state: On
Looping: Yes
Name
Timer
Variable Value
Declare Victory (Player2)

Condition
/ Effect
C
C
E

Variable

Value/ Quantity

HousesAlive
-

2
0 (equal)
Yes
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Some workarounds that took some time figuring out. My approach is always to do first,
literally, and if results are not satisfactory then in an arbitrary way that is only seemingly true.

1. BOATS AI
Boats belong to Gaia player. There is no way an enemy AI can be made to stand still. Initially
the boats kept moving on their own despite looping stance change every second. The solution
was to make the boats belong to Gaia player and change the colour that matched the enemy
teams (here red).
A side effect of Gaia boats was the
cursor changing to attack sign,
although attacking the boat isn’t possible.

2. MINIMAL INTERACTION
The goal was to remove unnecessary details available to the player, I cannot change/disable
some HUD elements so the player’s ability to select buildings, vegetation, Gaia objects was
disabled. Only player units can be selected.
As an element of surprise to increase unknown factors, enemy units can’t be selected.
Although, I enjoyed playing without HUD using the cheat ‘noui’ 
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There will always be something not possible or compromised for the sake of something else.

1. NO RANDOMNESS = LESS SURPRISE
Scripting wasn’t flexible enough to allow enemy boats to appear from random directions and
the boats each has a set type of enemy unit. This means the player can memorise order of
appearance. While it becomes easier for them to plan out where to place units, there is no
challenge due to no surprise, when re-playing the maps.

2. AVERAGE AI
Enemy Units are either commanded by script to attack houses or have a large line of sight. The
former had to be timed when units land on shores, if they miss that time window, the will act
on their own (case where the enemy boat fails to unload its units due to the shore being
blocked by player units).
If they have larger LoS, they prioritise units over buildings.
I had to use both depending on where a wave landed to give a logical reason to what they
would attack. I was only mildly successful.

3. LESS BRUTAL LOOK
No skeletal remains after death - AoE2: DE was missing this feature previously available in all
AoE 2 versions. This would’ve increased the brutality visually. Although bodies can be made to
linger around for longer, doing this visually cluttered the scene.

4. IMPACTFUL COMBAT??
Unit’s attack speed can’t be changed - AoE2: DE’s attack reload time doesn’t work anymore, as
of earlier updates. Currently, units with spear do not inflict damage exactly on the hit
animation. My intention was to have a perfect timed hit animation and damage dealt instantly,
but it couldn’t be done. This would’ve greatly increased the feel of those units and even more
for Tier II spear units who have a small range.

5. MUSIC
Currently music only appears during intros & outros. Due to the game not being able to play
wem files that are even slightly larger, for in-game duration, there is no music track in-game.
Looping seemed to be an option but doing it for short tracks sounded too repetitive.
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1. WHY BAD NORTH?
Simple, cohesive, intuitive design + brilliant execution.
I found it important to learn from.
Both AoE and Bad North use 2D+3D graphics for the best impact, performance & simplicity.

2. WHAT WERE SOME MAJOR CHALLENGES FACED?
Avoiding any feature creep.
The 5th map required more iterations than others.

Map 5 (Massacre) looked like this once - the very first map I made, scrapped later

3. WHY THIS GDD DOESN’T INCLUDE MORE IMAGES? OR……..MY PROCESS?
Documenting takes effort & time. For solo projects, I prefer building and going forward.
But even then, some writing is always necessary…
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3. WHY ONLY 6 MAPS?
Quality over quantity. Variety in landscape & situations was focus.
There’s also a 7th map, because what use is a game without delightful surprises?

4. WHAT NEXT?
There are other kinds of AoE mods that I intend to make, other than island defender. Perhaps
one day I will return to making a good sequel to Bad Lands.

5. WHY & HOW DOES THE PLAYER LOSE IN THE END?
In the context of the game: You win the battles but still lose the war

If a game’s pre-defined narrative dominates gameplay, I tend to steer away from such games
(exceptions exist). I can watch it on YouTube instead. But as a creator, the only place I want to
exercise freedom to imply a pre-defined turn of events is what inside the game is called Fate. I can
use it, only sparingly, to justify the narrative, but only when circumstance is beyond the player’s
control.

In Map 5 (Massacre), the forces on homeland lose, there is no way to win, while those on the island
can win, and escape as a result. The outro conveys this.
In Map 6 (Last Stand) it is implied that this is the last few Northmen remaining. The player will win:
1. If they survive for at least 3 mins.
(or)
2. If they manage to kill 150 enemy units (almost 4 times the player’s own)
This is not explicitly told in the objective. The intent is to make the player try to kill as many as they
can, while hoping that they will be victorious if they do.
3 mins is when 150+ enemy units would have landed on the island from the start.
That means, if the player wins the map i.e win the battle, many units are bound to die. They can, in
no way win the big war with such less people. Which is why they flee in the next map. And Fate brings
them to a promised new land.
Fate can be controlled by reacting to situations but circumstances will always be out of control.
I do not claim to have executed this adeptly. But the only narrative tool I ever want to learn
the most is this. Players always matter the most, to me, but only sometimes, divine
intervention happens. For the better or worst.
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Anomalies are bound to happen. These frustrated me when finding why it was
happening but in retrospect make me chuckle 

T-POSING
Due to some values, the game’s map selection screen went to its default state –
White background with grid spaced default buttons.

M..O………VI…N…….G
T…………………...E…………X………T
If the text string for the scenario name is larger than the text box dimensions, the
text will have life of their own and starts to crawl left to right and left again and
looping. (Sadly no image/gif available)
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TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS
I could’ve cut 1/3rd the time if efficient tools existed to do repetitive tasks, like transferring
triggers across scenarios. Only paper & screenshots could help here.

UGLY DUCKLING IS AN ILLUSION
I enjoy making small in scale but finished/polished games. Exploring an idea to its fullest
potential, yields more insights holistically than throwing away the duckling early on and
considering it not worth the time.*
This way, after the finished game it’s objectively easier to evaluate how it can be scaled (if
needed) to explore deeper and make another better game.
*An example of this is Neil Blomkamp’s Oats Studio that makes fake trailers of non-existent films.

BUILD, TEST, ITERATE, POLISH - DON’T PROTOTYPE
An idea manifested in the first place because it was interesting.
It made someone start to program it because it would logically work.
I build it, test it, fix it, add, remove, and repeat until it’s done.
Of course after having some foreword thought about it before starting.

Prototyping is useful in big productions where time, money, resources are at stake.
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If you’ve reached the end…….YOU EITHER SCROLLED DOWN
or
FLIPPED THROUGH THE PAGES
or
MIRACULOUSLY READ SOME OF IT

THANK YOU, REGARDLESS 
FIND ME AT aadiravichandran.com

